


Quality Customized Awards  
Since 1963

Exceptional Customer Service

BandRibbons provide a unified identification award system,  
recognition, motivation tool and a tangible memento for awarding  
achievements.





Ribbon colors/patterns

More colors and patterns available.
Let us know what you need.





BandRibbons may be ordered  with or without imprinted panels.

We offer imprinted panels in three sizes; 

Single, Long Single and Double.

Gold, Red and Black are stock imprint colors.









An Individual Ribbon Pin Back is included with each stock 
ribbon, custom imprinted panel ribbon and no imprinted panel 
ribbon, unless specified.

Individual Pin Back may be removed for placing ribbon on 
mount/rack or holder.

If you prefer Black Rubber “Grips” instead of the Brass stock 
grips, they are available for an additional $0.10 per ribbon.



RIBBON ATTACHMENTS
Push and Bend

To push “attachment” prongs” through the ribbon, slide off  the 

back that holds the nails and grips.

Push prongs into ribbon.

Bend prongs to allow the back to slide onto ribbon.

Glue

Break off “attachment” prongs.  

Krazy Glue “attachment” to ribbon.  Allow 

glue to dry.

Gently rub any appearance of glue off the ribbon with a  

tweezer or tool.



If you find that ribbons in your order may be too loose for your  
satisfaction, a gentle “crimp” on opposite corners will help  
prevent the individual pin back from separating from the  
ribbon.

Every effort is made to insure a satisfactory “crimp” before  
the ribbons are shipped.

With some customers removing the individual pin back to  
place the ribbons on mounts/racks, we need to make sure that  
we do not “crimp” the ribbons too much.



STOCK PANELS

Hundreds of “STOCK PANELS” are available that are not listed on the stock order form.

These panels are placed on the ribbon of your choice with no custom fee.  

Let us know what you need.



If your organization requires a “QUOTE”,  it is our pleasure to email one to you.

QUOTE

CUSTOMIZED ORDER FORM
When your items have been determined, a customized order form will be emailed to you.



Custom WovenRibbons

Allow 10-12 weeks for custom weaving. 

Custom weaving fees may apply. 

Minimum Order of 2500-4000 per design. 

Contract of intent to purchase.

Size of order determines deposit.



Ribbon $2.80 each 
No Imprinted Panel    No individual pin back

Ribbon $3.00 each
Imprinted Panel  No individual pin back

Ribbon $3.50 each
Imprinted Panel          With Individual pin back

Pin back $0.50ea

Ribbon Yardage $10-$15.00 per yard

Custom Woven Ribbon Prices



Discounts

Discounts are offered on bulk orders over 1000 ribbons shipped to one location.

Payment must be paid the day the order is shipped to receive 10 percent discount 
on ribbons only.

Discounts do not apply to Custom Woven Ribbons.



www.BandRibbons.com

1-800-487-9747
503-838-1752

FAX 503-838-5331
awards@bandribbons.com

We consider it an honor to work with you
and will strive to meet the needs of your organization.

http://www.BandRibbons.com/
mailto:awards@bandribbons.com
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